Abstract. After the adoption of International Convergence of Capital Measurement and Capital Standards (widely known as Basel II requirements) in 2004 the risk management in commercial banks has changed dramatically. Lithuanian commercial banks are in transitional period now adapting their risk management systems to Basel II requirements. Market risk is considered one of the key risks in bank risk management structure, so proper management of market risk is essential for a modern bank. Currency exchange risk usually is the main component of market risk. Currency exchange risk management in Lithuanian commercial banks was not good enough; also the Central Bank's regulatory limits were liberal. But after the adoption of Basel II requirements, the entire risk management system is transforming and currency exchange risk management is affected. The objective of this paper is to demonstrate the transformations of currency exchange in Lithuanian commercial banks and propose an effective model for commercial banking. These transformations are performed in the regulatory system imposed by the Central Bank of Lithuania and through transformations of the bank's internal risk management system moving to internal (usually VaR based) models. VaR models are considered as modern methods for risk management. These models proposed by Central bank or other authorities for internal and statutory risk management in commercial banks. In this article, the proposed variation-covariation VaR model was tested with real data using the back-testing method. Back-testing showed that the proposed model is reliable enough, because the number of mismatches was less than 5 % in all tested currency pairs during all testing. In most currency pairs mismatches percentage was lower than 3 %. Back-testing results confirm that the VaR method is reliable enough for day-to-day using by financial institutions and traders.
Introduction
Risk management approaches in commercial banks were changing when first commercial bank started its activities. Banks usually perform intermediary and payment functions and that distinguish them from other businesses [1] . The main product of such bank is intermediation between those with surplus liquidity, who make deposits, and those in need of liquidity, who borrow from the bank [2, 3] . For banks where intermediation is the principal function, risk management consists largely of good asset-liability management. Such banking (and risk management) approaches were very important up to the 1980s. All risk management and banking business were devoted to good asset-liability management techniques [4] [5] [6] [7] .
But in modern banking main activities changed dramatically and modern banks have moved into new areas of offbalance sheet banking. As a consequence, risk management has expanded to include not just asset-liability management, but the management of risks arising from off-balance sheet activity.
Hence in modern bank credit risk is still the main risk, but importance of other risks (especially market risk) are constantly growing and modern banks are trying to manage market risk with modern mathematical-statistical models.
On the other hand, international and national commercial banks regulators are trying to enforce modern risk management methods in commercial banks. Main international banks regulator is Basel Committee, which issues guidance for central banks how to control commercial banks and for commercial banks how to manage risk and banking activities. Basel Committee proposes and adopts International Convergence of Capital Measurement and Capital Standards (known as Basel I 1 , Basel II 2 , and Basel III 3 ). This accord is not compulsory for commercial banks directly, but in most countries centrals are imposing these requirements through regulatory system. Lithuania commercial banks are in the transition between Basel I and Basel II. Till 2008 commercial bank can choose whether to use Basel I or Basel II system, but from 2008 01 01 Basel II requirements will be compulsory for all banking institutions in Lithuania.
Also Basel committee is preparing Basel III regulations were market risk will be evaluated using mostly the Valueat-Risk (VaR) methodology. Lithuania central bank already trying to enforce commercial banks use modern risk management (mostly VaR based) models for internal or external (reporting) purposes.
The goal of the research is to describe currency risk management transition in Lithuanian commercial banks and propose the VaR model for currency risk management in financial institution. Therefore the object of the research is currency risk and currency risk management.
Basel committee and currency exchange risk
The Basel Committee began to address the treatment of market risks in a 1993 consultative document, and the outcome was the 1996 Amendment of Basel 118 to be implemented by international banks by 1998 [8] . It introduced a more direct treatment of off-balance sheet items rather than converting them into credit risk equivalents, as was done in the original Basel I. Market risk is the risk that changes in market prices will cause losses in positions both on-and off-balance sheet [9] . The "market price" refers to the price of any instrument traded on an exchange. The different forms of market risk recognised in the amendment include: equity price risk (market and specific), interest rate risk associated with fixed income instruments, currency risk and commodities price risk. Debt securities (fixed and floating rate instruments, such as bonds, or debt derivatives), forward rate agreements, futures and options, swaps (interest rate, currency or commodity) and equity derivatives will expose a bank to market risk [10] . Market and credit risk can be closely linked. For example, if the rating of corporate or sovereign debt is upgraded/downgraded by a respected credit rating agency, then the corporate or sovereign bonds will rise/fall in value.
In the numerator of the Basel ratio, a third type of capital, tier 3 capital, can be used by banks but only when computing the capital charge related to market risk, and subject to the approval of the national regulator. Tier 3 capital is defined as short-term subordinated debt, which meets a number of conditions stipulated in the agreement, including a requirement that neither the interest nor principal can be repaid if it results in the bank falling below its minimum capital requirement.
Whether the Amendment raises or lowers the capital charge of a bank depends on the profile of its trading book. Under the Amendment, one of two approaches to market risk can be adopted, internal models or standardised. Now Lithuanian banks are switching to internal model approach, because in most cases, as discussed before, internal model approach is more suitable for modern bank. On the other hand, creating internal model for Lithuania banks requires more efforts in creating such models, additional attention to risk management and more qualified employees for creating and using internal VaR models.
In next chapters these two possible approaches will be discussed.
The standardised approach
Banks without an approved internal model for estimating market risk exposure are required to use Basel's standardised approach. No VaR computation is used. Instead, the amount of capital to be set aside is determined by an additive or building bloc approach based on the four market risks, that is, changes in interest rates (at different maturities), exchange rates, equity prices and commodity prices. In every risk category, all derivatives (e.g. options, swaps, forward, futures) are converted into spot equivalents. Once the capital charge related to each of these risks is determined, it is summed up to produce an overall capital charge. The computation does not allow for any correlation between the four market risks categories. To put it another way, portfolio diversification is not accepted as a reason for reducing the capital to be set aside for market risk.
A bank's net open position in each individual currency is obtained -all assets less liabilities, including accrued interest. The net positions are converted into basic currency at the spot exchange rate. The capital charge of 8 % applies to the larger of the sum (in absolute value terms) of the long or short position, plus the net gold position.
On the other hand, the Central Bank of Lithuania sets additional limits for single currency and overall currencies exposure for commercial banking. Single foreign currency exposure cannot exceed 15 % of bank capital; overall foreign currencies exposure cannot exceed 25 % of bank capital.
Alternatively, subject to approval by national regulators, banks can use an internal model approach.
Internal model approach
Banks, subject to the approval of the national regulator, are allowed to use their own internal models to compute the amount of capital to be set aside for market risk, subject to a number of conditions. Usually VaR is calculated by different formulas, but common simplified formula for VaR 
here: t ∆ -holding period; α -constant of confidence interval; p σ -standard deviation of portfolio. Basel committee and the Central Bank of Lithuania has certain specific requirements to be satisfied for good VaR model [11]:
1. Bank models must compute VaR on a daily basis. 2. The four risk factors to be monitored are interest rates (for different term structures/maturities), exchange rates, equity prices and commodity prices. 3. Basel specifies a one-tailed 99 % confidence interval, ie the loss level is at 99 %; the loss should occur 1 in 100 days or 2 to 3 days a year. 4. The choice of holding period (t in the equation above)
will depend on the objective of the exercise. Banks with liquid trading books will be concerned with daily returns and compute DEAR, daily earnings at risk. Pension and investment funds may want to use a month. The Basel Committee specifies 10 working days, reasoning that a financial institution may need up to 10 days to liquidate its holdings. 5. Basel does not recommend which frequency distribution should be used. Banks that use variancecovariance analysis normally make some allowances for non-linearities, and the Basel Amendment requires that non-linearities arising from option positions be taken into account. For either approach, Basel II requires the specification of a data window, that is, how far back the historical distribution will go, and there must be at least a year's worth of data. Generally, the longer the data run, the better, but often the data do not exist except for a few countries, and it is more likely that the distribution will change over the sample period.
VaR models
Financial institutions are subject to many sources of risk. Risk can be broadly defined as the degree of uncertainty about future net returns. A common classification reflects the fundamental sources of this uncertainty. Accordingly, the literature distinguishes four main types of risk. Credit risk relates to the potential loss due to the inability of a counterpart to meet its obligations [12] . It has three basic components: credit exposure, probability of default and loss in the event of default. Operational risk takes into account the errors that can be made in instructing payments or settling transactions, and includes the risk of fraud and regulatory risks [13] . Liquidity risk is caused by an unexpected large and stressful negative cash flow over a short period. If a firm has highly illiquid assets and suddenly needs some liquidity, it may be compelled to sell some of its assets at a discount. Market risk estimates the uncertainty of future earnings, due to the changes in market conditions.
The most prominent of these risks in trading is market risk, since it reflects the potential economic loss caused by the decrease in the market value of a portfolio. Value at Risk (VaR) has become the standard measure that financial analysts use to quantify this risk. It is defined as the maximum potential loss in value of a portfolio of financial instruments with a given probability over a certain horizon. In simpler words, it is a number that indicates how much a financial institution can lose with given probability over a given time horizon. The great popularity that this instrument has achieved among financial practitioners is essentially due to its conceptual simplicity: VaR reduces the market risk associated with any portfolio to just one number, which is the loss associated with a given probability, as indicated by Rose [14] .
VaR measures can have many applications, such as in risk management, to evaluate the performance of risk takers and for regulatory requirements. In particular, the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision at the Bank for International Settlements imposes to financial institutions such as banks and investment firms to meet capital requirements based on VaR estimates [15] . Providing accurate estimates is of crucial importance. If the underlying risk is not properly estimated, this may lead to a sub-optimal capital allocation with consequences on the profitability or the financial stability of the institutions.
From a statistical point of view, VaR estimation entails the estimation of a quantile of the distribution of returns. The fact that return distributions are not constant over time poses exceptional challenges in the estimation.
While VaR is a very easy and intuitive concept, its measurement is a very challenging statistical problem. Although the existing models for calculating VaR employ different methodologies, they all follow a common general structure, which can be summarized in three points:
1) Mark-to-market the portfolio.
2) Estimate the distribution of portfolio returns.
3) Compute the VaR of the portfolio. The main differences among VaR methods are related to point, that is the way they address the problem of how to estimate the possible changes in the value of the portfolio. CAViaR models skip the estimation of the distribution issue, as they allow computing directly the quantile of the distribution. Existing models can be classified into three categories [16] :
• Parametric (RiskMetrics and GARCH).
• Nonparametric (Historical Simulation and the Hybrid model).
• Semiparametric (Extreme Value Theory, CAViaR and quasi-maximum likelihood GARCH).
The VaR model for currency risk management
For currency exchange risk management model based on variation/covariation method will be used. This method takes in account historical exchange rates data. Risk evaluation is done for every currency separately. The model will use simple VaR estimation formula:
here: i P -value of the currency; K -quantile, calculated based on confidence level; T -time horizon; i σ -standard deviation of exchange rate, calculated by formula 3:
here: n -amount of historical data per one calculation; ) (t Y i -logarithmic changes of exchange rates, calculated using formula 4.
Calculation of acceptable loss limits
After calculating VaR value for each tradable currency acceptable loss limits should be calculated. First annual loss limit is set. Loss limits for other periods are calculated based on annual loss limit.
Half-year loss limit will be half of annual loss limit. Initial month loss limit will be half of half-year limit. Further month loss limit is calculated by formula:
here: L men -month loss limit; L pusm -half-year loss limit; pmL -last month loss limit; pmR -trading result of last month.
Initial week loss limit is equal to half of month loss limit. Further week loss limit is calculated by formula:
here: L men -month loss limit; L sav -week loss limit; psL -last week loss limit; psR -trading result of last week.
Initial day loss limit is equal to half of week loss limit. Further day loss limit is calculated by formula:
here: L sav -week loss limit; L d -day loss limit; pdLlast day loss limit; pdR -trading result of last day.
Open foreign currencies positions limits calculation
Calculated loss limits must be converted into open foreign currencies positions limits, because this measure is mostly understandable by foreign exchange traders. Open foreign currencies positions limits calculations will be done using calculated day loss limit and calculated VaR for single currency.
Calculated day loss limit can be treated by different approaches, depending on financial institution or single trader needs. Two most popular approaches in Lithuanian commercial banks presented below.
• 8-hour approach. Usually in financial institutions active trading is done only 8 hours per day. Other time is considered as night time and during this time only little unmanaged exposures are left. In this approach day loss limit is divided into two parts: active trading limit (for example, 90 % of day loss limit) and night trading limit (for example, 10 % of day loss limit). Sum of these 2 limits should be equal to day loss limit. Open position limit for active trading is calculated with 8 h horizon and using calculated active trading loss limit. Open position limit for night trading is calculated with 16 h horizon and using calculated night trading loss limit.
• 24-hour approach. In other financial institutions is considered that active currency trading is performed 24 h per day (technically that is done by using all day working traders department or possibility for traders to make deals from their home). On the other hand, even if a financial institution is working only 8 h per day, traders usually sets stop orders in the market and trades can be completed in non-working hours of financial institution. Using this approach, open position limit is calculated with 24 h horizon and using calculated day loss limit. Open position limit is calculated with selected time horizon and using calculated loss 
Back-testing of the VaR model
The proposed VaR model will be back-tested using real FOREX market data. During back-testing will be tested if number of mismatches (when actual change in exchange rate is larger, than calculated by VaR method) is lower than calculated by confidence level.
Back-testing is done with eight main currencies pairs with EUR. These eight currencies (USD, GBP, JPY, CHF, CAD, AUD, NOK, SEK) are mostly used by FOREX traders for trading and speculation purposes. EUR was used as basic currency in back-testing model, because Lithuanian national currency Litas (LTL) is pegged to EUR and EUR is the basic currency for Lithuanian commercial banks, thus all trading results and risk values always should be converted to LTL or EUR in Lithuanian financial institutions. Back-tested model is variation/covariation VaR model, thus such type of models has some key parameters. Key parameters for back-tested model are presented in Table 1 .
Back-tested model uses 95 % of confidence level, thus mismatches percentage should be lower than 5 %. Time horizon is used 24 hours (reasons for such time horizon are discussed above) and calculation is done by 1 000 points of historical data. It is considered that 1 000 data points is optimal amount for back testing [17] . For a precise calculation it is recommended to use as much as possible data points, but, when we apply too much data points, the calculation becomes very slow even for most modern computers.
That is why mismatches percentage higher than 3 % are outlined in the Table 2 . If mismatches percentage is higher than 3 % mismatches analysis should be done.
For model back-testing hourly FOREX data is used, because time horizon measure (in hours) and data period should be the same. Back-testing period is 01-11-2004-31-07-2006.
Large number of mismatches would show that the proposed VaR model is not accurate enough and should be reconstructed to make it more precise. During back-testing recorded mismatches number alone does not mean that the VaR model is good or bad. Thus the main factor for judging the VaR model is the percentage of mismatches compared with cases studied during a period. For mismatches percentage analysis, one month period was used and all back-testing period was divided into months. In Table 2 , mismatches percentage during each back-tested month is presented.
In Table 2 , the back-testing results are presented, which should be considered as positive. Back-tested model use 95 % confidence level, hence the percentage of mismatches should be lower than 5 % and in all cases mismatches percentage was lower than 5 %.
In Lithuanian financial institutions, it is considered that "good" VaR model should have less than 3 % mismatches.
The analysis of mismatches showed that all recorded mismatches can be classified into 3 categories:
• Real mismatches -after a sudden change of exchange rate calculated change by the VaR model was smaller than actual.
• Holiday mismatches -during public holidays FOREX market is closed, but fundamental events do happen and they influence exchange rates. In such cases exchange rate after public holiday opens with the gap and mismatch is recorded.
• Bad data mismatches -FOREX market data (especially free data) is not completely clear. In such data some little or large mistakes exist. They usually generate mismatches, which are completely false. Mismatches analysis showed that part of mismatches are false or partly false, hence back-testing results are positive. For overall results Table 3 was created. In this table mismatches percent age during all back-testing period was calculated. This analysis showed that overall mismatch percentage is extremely good and only one currency pair (EUR/SEK) has mismatch percentage higher than 1 %.
The VaR model back-testing showed that proposed VaR model is precise enough and suitable for everyday use.
Conclusions
Lithuanian commercial banks now are in transitional period adopting their risk management systems to Basel II requirements. Market risk is considered one of the key risks in bank risk management structure, thus proper management of market risk is essential for a modern bank. Currency exchange risk usually is main component of market risk. Currency exchange risk management in Lithuanian commercial banks was not good enough; also central bank regulatory limits were liberal. But now the entire risk management system is transforming and currency exchange risk management is affected.
In this article currency risk management using Valueat-Risk (VaR) methods is presented. VaR models are known as very innovative and as a new approach to risk management issues. Using these models risk value can be calculated and loss limits can be set to limit risk exposures. Using VaR methodology, universal risk measures can be used, so it is possible to compare different traders, instruments and trade areas. VaR results are very clear and understandable to everyone, but calculation process can be hard and complicated. Risk value is used in most financial institutions all over the world.
In this article variation/co-variation VaR model and implementation guidance is presented. This model (also known as parametric, delta normal or analytic) treats currency rates data series as distributed by normal distribution. This method has advantages and disadvantages and is considered as a good method for currencies with low volatility calculations.
The proposed model was tested with real data using back-testing method. Back-testing showed that proposed model is reliable enough, because number of mismatches was less than 5 % in all tested currency pairs during all testing periods. In most currency pairs mismatches percent was lower than 3 %.
The back-testing results confirm that the VaR method is reliable enough and suitable for day-to-day us age by financial institution or trader. 
